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CONFUSION REGARDING -CURRICULUM AMSA 
-PARENTS 
\ by Bob Robles 
The proposed curriculum ch~nges for 
the 3rd and 4th years of medical schoql 
were discussed in two forums on January 
4th and 10th Freshman attendance at 
rlhese sessions was surprisi ngly good, 
reflecting the concern tor our future 
educaiton at T JU. 
The key words from these forums were 
exposure a nd flexibility . Exposure to more 
specialties in medicine during the junior 
yeor of medical school was felt necessary 
to make more intelligent decisions ---...LJ 
concerning . residency selection. The 
elimination of the tra ck system and the 
option to tailor one's own schedule during 
the 3rd and 4th years of med ical school 
was also popular. However, senior 
students questioned the ability of ·a 
sophomore to realistically schedule for the 
fost ·two years of medica l school. Dr. 
' Gonello's p roposal would eliminate the 
distinction between the 3rd a nd 4th years 
and create one l_ong "year" th~ general 
epinion from these forums was that 
expo.sure and flexibility are good; some ~ 
chon e is needed,. but where the changes 
would .come is up in t e air. 
Despite this initial burst of activity, · 
nothing else hos been forthcom ir"g ~;nee 
then. As a result, freshmen feel 
uninformed about the futu re of their 
education. There has been a lack of 
communication between those who are 
formulatioq and evaluating curriculum 
changes and those who will be affected by 
the changes. Freshmen ore ' ignor K. nt of 
what proposals ore being considered; are 
Dr. Gonella' s proposals being considered? 
Or are there other proposals. Students 
don't know who is working on curriculum 
proposals, the Faculty Curricu lum 
Committee or the Student Council 
Curriculum Committe.? How do tftese two 
groups cooperate? The only source of · 
information- right now are rumors. There 
ore no status reports being given to the 
, freshmen by whoever is in <;horge. 
The opinion of freshmen is that these 
changes will be dictated to us, if any do 
occur. This feeling · is accentuated by the 
la.~k of any fo rmal mechanism for soliciting . 
the opinions of the freshmen on curriculum, 
proposals. The Student Council Curricuium 
Committee hod given out course 
AMSA REVIT AU ZED 
The American Medical Student 
~Association Chapter at Jefferson has · a 
new set of officers, a fresh batch of active 
recruits, and several activiti~s planned for 
the next two months. Our first presentation 
thi_s year should contribute_ to students' 
open-mindedness about a subject that is 
difficult to discuss with patients. Dr. M~rtin 
Weisberg gave on entertaining talk on 
. -"The History pf Sex at Jefferson" qn 
February 17. . _ • _ _ __ _ _ 
AMSA is also starting a program to 
odd.;·;~ - ~~me of the 'needs of first and 
second year students for patient contact. 
The Patient Services . Deportment at 
Jefferson is willing to provide a limited 
/ ·:... ··:... .. . __ 
ANNIE'S BACK IN TOWN 
· (see-page ~gf' ' ' 
,,, . 
by Chris Tomaszewski : · 
number of students the opportunity to 
·interview · potTe-nts. on aspects of .. their 
hospitalization. This experience should 
provide a chance to be with patients as. 
people and to beco~e more familiar with "'" 
the organization of Jefferson Hospital. 
Guideline) ore being d~veloped 
presently, and details and cipplications 
should be ovairable in early Spring. • 
In ~ddition to ou.r programs, AMSA is 
acting as a liaison for a variety of summer . 
preceptorships for medical students. There · 
are positions available in areas ranging 
from occupational and communit.y health 
to Y'orking . on on Indian Reservation. 
Many hove deadlines in March, so if you 
are interested check the AMSA bulletin 
board (JAH Moilroom) or leave o m~ssage 
(JAH Box 111 ). . . . . 
On March 2-6 two delegates from 
Jeffers~n will join 1,000 other medical 
students in Cleveland, Ohio for the Annual 
· AMSA Convention. This year's theme, "The 
·_Education of the Physician: Is It Relevant to 
Our Needs Today?", will address such 
issues o.s curriculum changes, corporate 
medicine, and the GMENAC prediction ot 
a physician surplus. With an exposure to a 
· variety of workshops on medical education · 
and leadership training , our delegates 
should return with new project ide?S for 
the coming years. 
evaluations for the first teaching block 
. during the time when curriculum changes 
~ were being presented and discussed. But 
' the evaluation d idn't include any ·way for 
the freshmen to give their opinion on 
cvaicutum c~~ ---.van ·~. DC1111.111111a. 
would be an ideal time and was for if'. 
If curricu[um changes really require 
student input, some mechanism must be 
established to collect the feelings of 
students and keep the students informed 
of current proposals and their status. More 
co-operation between students and 
faculty on issues such as this might reduce 
any antogpnism between the two groups, 
real or imdigiped 
DAY by Gregory 0. Mackey 
On Friday, March 25, the Jefferson 
· . Medical <;ollege Alumni Association in 
conjunction with the Deon's Office 
continues its long tradition of sponsoring 
Parent's · Day for sophomore medical 
· students, their parents, and spouses. 
Parent's, Doy provides an opportunity for 
parents and spouses to tour Jefferson 
facilities, meet with Jefferson faculty and 
a d m in is tr at ors, a tt en' d fa cu It y 
presentatio~s, and above all, regain 
confidence that those tuition dollars ore 
being well spent. 
The Day's activities, which ore centered 
in Alumni Holl, begin with a brief 
introduction to Jefferson followed by a 
morning of presentations by clinica l and 
basic science faculty. These presentations 
are designed to be of interest to both those 
with and those without a medical 
bockgroun& During the TUnch progrom~­
porents and students will be treated to 
remarks by President lewis W. Bluemfe, 
Dr. Wolfgang Vogel, and other prominent 
alumni and faculty members. To conclude 
the luncheon activities. Joseph B. 
will offer the s'fudcnr-:; por~p..;,,rrYu 
medical school. The afternoon program 
will include apresentation by Dr. Wagner 
on the History of Jefferson Medical college 
and its Alumni. Formal activities will 
conclude about 3:30. 
Parent's Day hos been a highly 
successful and pleasant occasion 1n 
previous years with over eighty percent of 
parents attending . This years · program 
/ . ' 
should be just as outstanding. 
' ":~).fArl~~,::: 
THE NOTE SERVICE: 
Problems in 1983 
. , by David Chernoff 
Anyone wh'o has already been th ~ough 
the basic science years here at Jefferson, . 
or those who ore currently in their first or 
second year of medico~ scho~I here, ore _ 
. well aware of the dominant -role of the 
note service during these first two years. 
Most students depend very heavily on the . 
note service to provide them with what 
they will need to know to poss the exams. 
One's study schedule often revolves · 
around which notes hove been printed to · 
that dote. Certainly before on exam, 
everyone's concern is how quickly the last ' 
set . of · notes con . be . printed and 
distributed. Clearly the note service plays 
a central role in the educational process . 
here at Jefferson. 
The stude.nt note service is, as the title 
· implies, a service which is completely 
organized, funded, and operated by the · 
students. The services it provides ~re of 
great benefit to the students. Stnce, the 
· notes ore typewritten and since the scribe 
hos presumably hod time to organize tht;? i . 
content of the lecture, the notes are 
generoUy much easier to read than 
handwritten notes. For the student who is 
unable to (or chooses not to) attenq certain · 
lectures, it is a gre·at relief to him to know 
that the content of the .lecture will not be 
• • ~ • 1 ( •• '". ~ 
1 
-. • • , I , t _ ... t , ' ~ • .-  ~ 
lost to him. Another benefit, the note 
service provides is' that it 'allows the . 
students to listen t he lecturer and try to 
comprehend what is being said rather 
than furiously trying to scribble down 
every. sentence which leaves the lecturer's 
mouth . Since the lectures cire recorded on · 
tape, the note service becomes a major . 
blessing when the lecturer is too difficult to 
·understand or speaks too rapidly to 
absorb (much less write down) everything 
which is said. In fact, the idea of going 
through the basic science ye~rs without the 
note service would be, to most students, 
. inconceivable. 
So what <:ould possibly be wrong with o 
service which provides so many benefits to 
~-:.he students? Some faculty members feel it 
allows students to study medicine as a 
·correspondence course and that class · , 
attendance suffers because of it. There is 
also the feeling that the scribe is the only 
person who gets to "think" about- the 
. lecture material as he processes it into 
written form, whereas everyone else 
merely "memorizesr' the end-product. 
_..Finally, it encourages the learning of facts~...., 
rather than learning by dialectic, problem-~ 
. solving approach. These criticisms ore'~ 
j:)-r-obo qly a reflection of c ~rtain 
": J. Ccont'd on page 2f 
I I 
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NOTE SERVICE 
(cont'd from page 1) 
weaknesses inherent in ·our system o·f 
med ical ed ucation, and most faculty 
members would probably agree that it Is 
unfa ir ·to blame the note se rvice fo r these 
problems. In fact , the faculty's primary 
concern is tha t the information which the 
students g et is t he best and most accurate 
:available. They a re we ll aware that 
d iffe rent students learn most effectively by 
differe nt methods, and that it is up to each 
student to take adyantage of the 
i m~cha nisms which su it him or h~ r best. 
'.¥ 
' i 
Asid·e ·. th en fr o m phi'lo so phical 
arguments regard ing the value of a note 
se rvice , other issues have arisen , p rimarily 
with regards to the content of t_he notes 
a nd the degree o1 faculty's 'support . Some 
professors have bee n distu rbed by wha t 
they feel is a f~il u re of the 'students to 
recognize that they _correct the notes as an 
act -of - cou rtesy rather than tis a n 
obligation to the students. Furthermore, 
the lecturers resent being asked to _ 
·proofread trnd cC>rrec:t an illegibl~ array 
of pages filled with glaring erro rs and 
gross .. misp'ellings. ·To try to correct the -
error~ and fllffn· the omissions, a jab· ~hich 
· the scribe 'should ha.ve done himself to 
begin 'with , ·would req'uire as much time cis 
it d ld - to .pre pare the origina l' lectu re. 
Fortunately, such instances are noftha t · 
com mon; but appare ntly they have 
occured ofte n enough to cd~se ·same . 
faculty rriembers to ta ke umbrqge. 
. 
Some professors ha ve e xp ressed 
concern about insta nces when they a re not 
given the opportunity to correct the lecture 
notes , because this results in . the 
d istribution of inaccurate informa tion to 
the students. Obviously, there is no 
concensus of opinion among the faculty 
rega rd ing their degree of involvement in 
the note service . 
A major compla int voiced by the faculty 
hos been the inclusion, by note service 
scribes, of ~i rrel evant or d e rogatory 
comments to the notes. This issue has come 
to a climax this year with several instances 
where these inappropriate comments 
' have appeared w ithin the text of the 
notes, rather than just at the end which 
had been customary in the past. Such 
practices are hot only very distracting to 
t he students read ing the notes, but they 
a _lso make a mockery of the professor's 
lecture. What most people are not aware 
of is that these notes are not just confined 
to use by people affiliated with Jefferson, 
but are actually read by people at other 
medical schools. Many people fee l that 
such indiscrimitiate comments, even those 
which appear at the end of the lecture 
notes, are intolerable and refl ect poorly 
on J ~ffe rson ~ 
One of the rec;isons that it has been 
d iff icult to control the appearance of off-
color re ma rks is that the re is no 
m~choni~m to review or ed it the notes prior 
to t hei r printing . The goa l is to print and 
d istribute the notes as quickly as possible. 
Also, since the note se rvice is totally 
student-run , there really isn't a nyone who 
has the time to a ct as an edi to r for every 
lecture sc r ib e d . There f o r e, t h e 
responsibility must fall on ea ch a.nd every . 
student who scribes a lecture to use his or 
her best d iscre tion whe n addi ng comments 
o r jokes to th e lecture notes. Fa ilu re to 
uphold this responsibility only se rves to 
: ar:ito gon ize thos_e who find such comments 
offensive. . 
It is th e opinion of this writer (and one 
tha t '! ima g ine is shared by most, if not a ll , 
students) tha t th e note ~~rvic~ pe rfo rms a 
useful arid vital fun ctio n at this med ical 
school, ·especially with the fact o riented 
approach of medica l education today. 
However, to deny that th ere ore problems 
within the system would . be naive. 
·Hopefully, with a little more courtesy on 
the port of the students, and a little more 
cooperation by all parties concerned, the 
note service will not only remain a strong 
and · vital force in helping the med ical 
students get through the first two years, 
but that the note service can actually be 
improved so that everyone benefits. 
Post Script: The sophomore ' class, in a n 
effort to rectify some of the problems 
noted above, hos volu nta ri!y inst itut~d 
st rict guidel ines · regarding how , the 
lectures are to be scribed . Students a re 
now fo rbid den from including irrele va nt 
comments with in the body of lecture 
material. Any scribe who chooses to place 
extraneous remarks at the end of a lecture 
may do so, though the professor's name is 
not to appe a r on that page of notes . These 
guidelines should e ncourage scribes to 
think carefully before mak ing additions tci 
the lecture notes. 
SENIORS NURSES 
THE NAVY NURSE CORPS is hosting a 
3-day orientation visit to Na·val Air 
. Station Pensacola, Fl., March ·10-13. 
_(Transporta!ion is pa id by the navy) 
Interested Senior nurses should ca ll 
Mary E l le~ Quinn before March l st. 
(COLLECT) (215) 568-2042. 
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MORE WOMEN IN 
MEDICAL SCHOOL· 
REPRINTED FROM AMN 
Women made up almost one-third of 
first-year med ical school Classes in 1981 -
82, representi ng a th reefold increase since 
1969, when the ir numbers in the medic~ ! 
ranks began to rise . 
, They comprise approximately 31 % of 
the ente ri ng class, according to figures 
recently re leased in the journal of the 
American Med ical Association . 
The number of wome n applicants 
inc reased by approximately 9.7% during 
1980-8 1, the re port noted . More tha n 45% 
of those who ap plied -to medical school 
were admitte d . 
Of the--c 66,485 medical students 
enrolled , 18,555, o r 27.9%, were women . 
They a lso made up 25% of the 15;985 
gradua tes. 
Total medical school enrollment showed 
a l .5% increase over the 1980-81 
academic year whi_le first-year enrollments 
increased less than 1 % . There were 36,727 
persons applying to medical schools for 
the 1981-82 academic year. While that 
figu re represents an increas~ in the 
num ber who applied during the previous 
year, it also shows a 13.8% decrease from 
the pea k year of 197 4-75, acco rd ing to the 
finding s. Of the 36,727 people who 
applie d, 17,286 were accepted . 
A p rofiled of th e total enroll ment for 
198 1-82. woul d show a medical sch ool 
minority pop ulation of 9 ,303 students, or 
14.2%. The tota l e nrollme nt al so include s 
84 stud ents from Canada and 914 from , 
other countries. There were 53,748 full-
time 'faculty members . teaching in U.S. 
medica l schools ~uring the last academ ic 
year. The number was up from 50,591, the 
report noted . Currently , there ore 127 
accredited U.S. medica l sc;hools . 
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The legal defir.rition of death 
· (Reprinted from WHOJ t {, · 
') . -~ecognition that a person is dead is ·off the heart•lung machine? This is the 
not only a medical issue, but a legal nub of the problem. 
one. Despite Jhis, there exist. virtually The legal determination of death 
no legal definitions of birth and death. must be based on current medical 
. Pe,nal codes do not contain clear-cut knowledge, . and on the physicians' 
definitions of the beginning and en_d of access to the most recent discoveries in 
life, nor do they · lay down criteria - diagnosing death . In turn , the determi-
which could be used as a guide for this nation of the moment of death must be 
purpose. incorporated in the rules for the forensic 
Textbooks on criminal law are examinati(m of cadavers . -
unanimous that death is a process To arrive at a final defin~tion of the 
ra~her than a single event. However, concept of death _will require both 
•when it comes to . deciding when death physicians . and lawyers to work to-
1 is to be determined and, in connexion gether. In our opinion, a preliminary 
with th_is , resolving the problem of the version might look like this : " The 
legal repercussions of death , opinions death of an individual shall be consi-
--P~ge3 
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. differ or remain extremely vague. For dered to ·be the complete and lrrevers-
instance, the criminal law course at the ible cessation of cerebral cortex function p RES EN c E 0 F Ji I DS 
Institute of Government and Law of resulting from the . death of.the brain Kl 
the · USSR Academy of Sciences cells, and shall be determined by a . . ~- · 
states : "Human death is to be deter- series of metho#s, devised in accordance Reprinted from AMN 
mined not as the interruption of cardiac with the "latest medical science, which ' Four ch ildren under2. ~ho are suspected ."•"'° the immune deficie~cy before birth . 
activity, but as the irreversible cessa- clearly and unequivocally prove that victims of acquired immune deficiency "Our primary hypothesis is that we' re 
tion of cardiac activity and.the nervous death has. occurred". All legal conse- syndrome (AIDS) may hove developed the dealing with a tra-nsm i~sible agent," sa id 
electrical activity of the brain". This quences associated with the death of the illness before they were born, the Centers Tom Spira, one of the agency's ~AIDS 
defini fion contains two criteria : Lenin- individual will begin to have effect at for Disease Control ~CDC) has rep~rted. investigators. "From all we've leorned ... it 
grad University , on the other hand, precisely that moment. Three of . the children have died of is very similar, if it an agent, to (that in) 
stresses ihe most widely-held view, Jn 1968, some mon-ths after the 'irst opportunistic infections, ' which tend to hepatitis B; it con be posses venereally, 
h h JI 1' affect individuals with compromised intravenously, or through blood products. t tr1t t e moment at which life ceases heart transplant, a committee was set 
d immune systems. · "We know that hepatitis B is passed in coinci es " · · · with complete cessation up _ at Harvard ·University charged More than 800 coses of AIDS, and often situations that require close contact.a nd 
of brain function ·. .. even in cases with drawing . up new criteria for the fatal breakdown of the body's immune the contact between a mother and child, 
where the heart continues _to function". determination of death. Its report de- system that allows the onset of rare during birth, before and after, is close 
The present authors incline to the · fined death as brain death , . and laid cancers and . infections, hove been contact.J' 
view that a single criterion is suf- down a series · of criteria as proof that reported tothe CDC. The syndrome occurs Spiro sa id - tha t a lthough o child's 
fitient, namely the cessation of brain. death has occurred. After furth er ex- most frequently in four high-risk groups - immune syst em is so mewhat le ss 
function. a mi nation by various national and intra ve nous d rug abuse rs, homosexual d eveloped than that of on adul t, the · 
A ll h d ·f men, hemophiliacs , and Haitian investigato rs did not know whethe.r 
.rz t ese e, initions to some· extent international expert committees, the immig rants . chi ldren were any more susceptible to 
. re,, ect medical advances which have . fo llowing criteria for brain death were Th e four affl icted children were born to AIDS than adults. The agency is careful 
allowed death to be diagnosed at an adopted: 1. The complete and perma- . hig h-risk pa rents, the CDC sa id in its a bo ut labeling ch ildre n AIDS victims 
earlier stage and with more precision. nent absence of consciousness; 2. Per- Morbid ity a nd Mor:ta li ty Weekly Reports. beca use no concl usive test is ava ilable for 
But ·determination of the moment at manent absence of spontaneous respira- The chil d who is still living is the offs p ring diagnosin g the disease . 
which death occurs -creates considerable ·tion · 3. The absence of any reaction to of a drug-abusing mc:i-ther who died of an ..-,,,.,·:~M~~m· ~$~t ~-~•MMffiM~·-~ii!I'!~ 
d :u· lt · , ' ·z · · d fl .f o ort "stic "nfection . Two of t t ree e w p ljj lCU re . . e terna st: mu l an re; exes O; any dead ch il dren wer e born t o iia it ia n unusua l immunodeficiencies , including a 
If ~ person is in a situation whe.re kind; . 4. A tony of all muscles; 5. The imm igrants , and the third was born tto ~ ha lf si ste r of the child born to the 
conscwusness has completely and tr- cessation of body temperature regula- prostitute a nd drug abuse r with a hisory prostitute . It also is studying 12 more 
reversib ly ceased; and current medicine tion ; 6. The maintenance of vascular si milar to AIDS victims, the CDC said . children with unusual immunodeficiencies 
possesses no means of restoring it, tonicity only through the administra- In its report, the age ncy said, "If the but without opportunistic infections. 
then, however long artificial respira- tion of vascular analep tics; and 7. infants ... had AI DS, e xposure to the In ad ults , 827 cases of AIDS ha ve been 
tion is maintained and the heart con- Complete and permanent absence of putative ' AIDS agent' must hav e occured - reported in the United States, ind udin9 
· f · h b · · ·1 d · · d d b J l · very ea rly " A spokesman fo r the agency ' .312 deaths . tinues to unction, t e su 1ect is a rea y spontaneous or in uce cere ra e ectn- · h"ld d 1 d 
· · · · said it wa s possible- the c 1 ren eve ope 
a cadaver and not a personality. In cal activ ity. · 
suchacase,the probkm fuk~onanew ~- Koval~v andl. Ver~el~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
dimension. Are the methods of diag- Adapted from an article in Socialist Law (N° 7, 
nosing death absolutely reliable? 1982), organ of the Office of the Public Prosecutor 
of the Soviet Union, Moscow. Would it not be a fatal error to switch 
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JEFFERSON COMPUTING 
by Gary E. Fishbein 
. Imagine learning 'ardiovascular physiology by means of a computer assisted 
i educational program which presents the material and provides graphic simulations of 
the CV system. Programs such as this may soon be· present in medical schools, and 
students may find the computer to be a useful tool . in gaining pre-clinical knowledge . 
. The computer has already made its appear.once in Jefferson's e_d_ycotionol program . 
The Deportment of Microbiology is utilizing the computer in its "Clinical Unknown" 
laboratory exercise . Each Micro student hos been assigned one computer simulated 
patient, and the student's job is to identify the etiology of his or her "patient's" illness and 
then institute appropriate therapy. This computer based project fosters creative th inking 
among medical students, and students, have responded enthusiastically to this exerdse~ 
What other measures are being token to institute computers info Jefferson's medical 
education? Many individuals within the faculty and administration are analyzing the 
role which the computer may ploy in the future of medical education . In porticulo Y, 
Carter ~eleznik, Ph.D.,. Associate Director of The Office of Me d ical Education, has 
suggested the publication of a journal of medical computing. Accord ing to Dr . Zeleznik, 
"The Journal will be devoted to the presentation of articles concerned with har,dware 
·and software materials related to medical education and the medical field in ge~eral. It 
is expected that this journal will hasten the arrival of the computer oriented . medical 
school cvrriculum" . · .... 
· What ore the implications of a computer assisted medical school curriculum? Perhaps 
the basic science deportments, or even students in training, could develop computer 
programs which would help students to learn the material at their own pace: Students 
might then assume more responsibility for achieving the educational objectives. . 
One might even foresee some' eventual collaboration of medical educators across 
d ifferent medical schools through the use of the computer. Their goal would be to 
.p roduce multiple competitive modes of learning and many different computer programs 
to achieve any particular defined educational objective. I wonder, for example, if it 
might not be possible to develop a course in biochemistry which hos been formulated 
:through the work of all six medical schools in the City of Philadelphia. Perhaps these six 
,biochemistry faculties or their students could get together and dev ise Cl single, 
·computerized biochemistry course which would draw up<i.n the strengths of all of the city's 
1biochemists re 5-ulting in a~ educational program which is stronger than any single \ 
\biochemistry deportment working independently. Or, it might be desirable for several 
!different programs to be developed anci for students to be allowed to choose from 
1among them in their learning the subject matter. 
j A ~omputerized system of medical education could turn out fo be cheaper than our 
present methods of educating students. In a computer assis ted curric~ lum , lecturers 
lmight be freed from having to deliver simi lar lectures year after year. Faculty members 
could ut il ize their increased ava ilable time to do more research, develop more 
laboratory and computer experiences, and d iscuss su bject mate rial with s.tudents on a 
more individualized basis than is now feasible . Laborato! y exercise , such as those which 
llcurrently exist in basic science courses, ·would rema in a n important component of the 
1
medical school experience . . 
• The incorporation of computers into formal educationa l train ing is, of course, st ill in the 
'.experimental and speculative stages. However, in;titutions such as Drexe l Unive rsity, 
'Rochester Institute of·Technology, Clarkston College, and Carne:gie-Mellon have olreod)' 
forniulC!ted polici~·s fo~\ including computers into their re:spective curricula. Perhaps these 
colleges and universities can serve as 0 model fo r how Jefferson con best util ize the 
bomputer in its educational programs. ) 
I Dr. Carter Zeleznik and Mr . Jon Veloski , both of the Office of Medical Education , iencourage any students who are -i nterested in issues '. concerni ng co_mpute rs in medicine 
ro stop in 6nd talk with them . . . ' . 
I Dr. Harry Smith of the Dept. of Microbiology h~ s off e red. t~ make hi~ Apple computer . 
system ava ilable to any students who want to pursue the ir interest~ in computer. 
Chicago's gourmet pizza. 
Ee careful when you .order. 
If you love pizza, no doubt you've heard about our world famous Deep Dish gounnet 
pizza, (Some folks call it Chicago Pizza.) 
·However, what you may not be aware of is this: Each pizza on our menu is about twice 
the food content as the pizza you are probably accustomed to. · 
Impressive quantities of the finest meats, spices, cheeses and vegetables make our 
_ pizzas S9 much more than a snack. 
Just as full table and bar seivice make our restaurant so much more than a pizzeria. 
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POLITICS AND 
:PERSONALITY IN 
EDUCATION 
/ ti 
by Paul J . Fink, M .D 
Curricu lum is a complex top ic and involves 
ph ilosophy, de si g n, e xe cut ion and 
evaluation. _ While th.ese areas are 
difficult, controversial and often weakly 
supported by research, they are made 
much more d ifficult by politics and 
personality. 
Since medical students are generally 
the brightest of the bright, it is often said 
that they will learn in spite of the faculty 
and no matt~r whatthe curriculum design. 
What I believe causes the greatest d istress 
among faculty, st udents and 
administrators, is the wide gap that often 
'exists between the espoused philosophy of 
ithe curriculum of a medical school and the 
actual design and execution of the 
curriculum by the faculty in the classroom 
and laboratory. 
While there are many reosons) er this, 
the honest and sincere differe nces of 
opinion among members of the faculty, 
.especially those who serve on the 
curriculum committee, ore . the most 
importqnt to consider. In addition, th~ 
needs of the students and the ph ilosophy 
of the curriculum in genera l .ore lost in the 
Tower of Babel wh ich results from 24 
depart111ents, each of which is most 
knowledgeable about its own subject and 
may see all of medicine through an 
,understanding of its own field or specialty. 
. Since medicine -has become so com~~­
and technical , four yea rs is far too short a 
time fo r students to learn everything. 
However, du ring the medical school yea rs, 
which is phase I of a three-phrase process, 
a great deal is accomplished . With regard 
to knowledge, a . phenomena l amount of 
informa tion is conveyed and quite a b it 
ab_sorbed especially, vocabula ry and a 
da wning a wa re ness of the inte ra ction 
betwee n st ru ct ur e and f un ct ion, 
introsystem ic and inte rsystemic and mi nd 
a nd body. In the area of ski lls, students 
_acquire the rudimentary global ski ll s of 
history taking, physica4 examination, 
patient co re process, especial ly the 
hosp ital routine a nd the use s of 
laboratories and non-physician members 
of the health care team. As fa r as attitudes 
a re concerned, students a cq uire or 
develop a ttitudes from mentors and peers 
which must be consistent with their own 
background and experiences and which 
o lso must fit in with attitudes of the society 
in which they have grown up. The same 
confl ict of generations · which routinely 
develops between parents and ch ildren 
.often develops between faculty and 
students because the values, bel iefs and 
. experiences of both groups are so 
different . In addition, student attitudes 
are often distorted -by the anxiety of the 
students who wish to blame the facu lty and 
the "curriculum" for the problem which 
they hove with the enormity of the task 
and the· requirements of the process which 
includes the acquisition of knowledge, 
skills and attitudes discussed above. 
Since medical education is a three part 
process, with the medical school years as 
the initial phase , followed by the post-
graduate or residency years and then 
continuing or lifetime education . or 
.reeducation as the final step. If we accept 
this concept, then we should plan the 
medical school curriculum accordingly a nd 
attempt to get students to integrate and 
synthesize ideas and concepts upon which 
they can build in subsequent years and be 
prepared for the many changes in ideas 
and technology which will occur during the 
;40 or 50 years of active work as a 
:physician . We shou ld attend t_o the 
professionalization of th e student a nd the 
nature and q uality of physicia nhood 
which , in my opinion , overrides the 
, informationa l and skil l areas of medi cal 
ed uca tion . The latter a re t ransie nt while 
t he for me r should be constant. Physicians 
who learned, with meticu lous co re, how to 
ap ply leaches to cure a gue in the 19th 
century , were e xpe cted to be as moral, 
eth ica l, pe rsuasive, thoughtful and since re 
as today's p hys icians who are expected to 
be as knowledgeable arid techn ically 
proficient in the d iagnosis and trea tment 
of· a complex collagen d isease . 
We can develop a curricul um at , 
Thomas Jefferson University which is less 
.. .. ... . .. ...... - ---~--- - ------- ·..., .... ..... ~ - ~ .......... ~ .. -::. .............. .. .... . 
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IN TOUCH WITH JEFFERSON · 
. . ~. 
Interview with Dean ,. Lowenstein by Martin Getzow 
' During the evaluation of candidates 
for the dean's office I had the 
opportunity to meet with Dr. 
Lowenstein. Although only a brief 
encounter, she impre~sed me with her 
subtle, yet commanding manner and 
her realistic appreciation of the 
challenges that a new dean would face at 
Jefferson Medical College. Thus when 
'asked to interview our new Dean, I was 
thrilled to the priviledge of presenting 
Dr. Leah Lowenstein ... 
MG: Why · did you enter medicine? 
How did you find it as a woman? 
Dr. L: i had a committment to 
medicine from childhood. At that time', 
women who made ·rational decisions, 
later-than that to enter medicine usually 
had many dissuaders, often the goal was 
.supposed to be not to become a medical 
student, but to marry one. The high 
school' counselors said, "Be a nurse." 
The coll~ge counselors said, "Why 
bother, you're go1ng to get married." 
JEFFERSON MANIFE~TO 
Since U. of Wisconsin Medical 
School selected their class only from the 
Wisconsin campus undergraduate and 
went strictly by class rank (without 
interview) there was no entrance 
discriminattion. The fact that there 
were only 4 women in my class of 80, 
meant that there was a low percentage 
of women applicants. 
MG: How is it that you have fo und 
your way to the Dean's Office? 
Dr. L: I have had an enjoyable career 
of research, teaching and clinical 
practice, in both renal disease and 
gernotology. I first became interested in 
the administration ,of medical schools 
·by being involved in faculty-student 
advising activi ties . There were 
challenges in making sure ·thar each of 
·the students could realize their full 
potential and career aspiratio.ns. My 
other activities in the Dean's Office ,in 
Boston so on included faculty 
, development and research. and 
SOPHO-MORE REFLECTIONS 
by Stephen Greenspan _ 
I hate complaining about things if returned to to role ot a full-time student in 
nothing is . being done to improve the medical school. In 1979 Dr. ~ichna wrote 
situation. Even worse, however, is giving an artide which suggested principles for 
up on all complaints and just accepting -reforming medical school curricula. This"' 
things for what they are. Cynicism, apathy year, his article proposes an outline for 
and paranoia create a viscious cylcle setting up such a new curriculum. 
which is difficult to break out of. Yet, This article is relevant to Jefferson 
sometimes a simP,le and lucid analysis of a students for several · reasons. Most 
situation can sour one to actio.n. concretely, curricular changes are being 
I trust that no one will take offense at mv . instated right now for the upcoming 
comments. They are not meant as personal , academic year. Unfort'!nately, most 
attacks on students or faculty . Frankly, I students do not have any idea what is 
feel that Jeffersonians are a good bunch going on. Despite this fad;- Dr. Eichna;s 
of people. We are just not in the best of article demonstrates that Jefferson is not 
situations. · alone in trying to improve on the present 
Nevertheless, this analysis comes from a status of education. 
rather disgruntled sophomore medical Some of the principles to ·which Dr. 
student. Two years of m~dical school have Eichna . adheres seem· intuitively obvious 
whittled away any conception that our once they are expounded. They just are 
curriculum is designed t<? help students usually never brought out. For example: 
\ learn. The lack of respect which medical curricula are for students not for faculty; 
students receive from the faculty is Biological science is medicine just a much 
rivalled only by the disrespect which \ . 'as clinical medicne; the personal principles 
lecturers are paid back. No one seems to are values that are essential in a doctor 
have a~y educational objectives in mind. ore n~t simply common sense: they· need to 
- ·this then very much res.embles be developed. . · 
elementary school where kids scurry about Most importantly, "the success or failure 
keeping busy for reasons that are way "of a curriculum depends on how students 
· . ore evalu~ted ie the examinations. The beyond their conception. There 1s no 
reason why medical school should regress examinations determine how students 
to such a level. Students really to know why study, what they learn and their attitudes . 
they ore here and are dedicated to their toward learning". (NEJM Vol.- 308 No. l 
causes. We all want to become doctors p.2J) The curriculum at Jefferson makes 
~and to go out ~nd help people. Basic one lose sight of educational ideals ' 
scientists are equally dedicated to their because of the testing procedure. Because 
own cause of training students for their medical students ore very pragmatic they 
roles. So what is going wrong? stop attending classes cind attack the 
The New England Jour['lal of Medicine source of trivia on which they are 
published a very inspiring article in the evaluated - the note service! . 
January 6 issue. Dr. Ludwig W. Eichrla was Understandably, lecturers are less than . 
the author of the article. After a 35 year pleased with these circumstances. No one 
career in academic n;iedicine Dr. Eichna (cont·~·?" page ~ -1) f 
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governmental reiationships to mediCal time. in any occupation. I've bee~ 
~ schools. In fact, my path was not very . fortunate in having 28 years of a / 
different from that which lead most wonderful, supportive marriage. Very 
. physidans to the Dean's Office. . few mothers worked as our 3 sons were 
MG: It has been said that at the time growing up, but they thought that 
of your interview at t JUH, your were· working mothers were part of a normal, 
also evaluating administrative ' job family pattern and pitched in to help. By 
offers at other institutions. Why did you now, in this country, 52 percent of the 
choose TJ UH? , women are wor}\ing. This has· now 
Dr. L: As soon as I visited TJUH, I become the norm and I think that is 
called up the other schools and put them . good. 
on hold: What entranced me about MG: How do you relax? 
Jefferson was, that it is a well run school Dr. L: Well, so far I haven't . I feel like 
and hospital. It is not involved in the an enthusiastic, but exh~usted , intern 
. complexities· of a gigantic university. ft. on every other night call, attending 
is fiscally sound and has some excellent meetings, and becoming immersed in 
academic programs. Then there was an learning about Jefferson. My earliest 
air of excitement because Jefferson had _appointment is 6:30 a.m. and the latest 
also just hired other leaders who had as one on most days is _about 9 p.m. You 
their committment the developm,ent of students, by , the way, . ~re a good 
academic excellence. There , was good .. . ·. antidote to my hectic daytimes, since 
support of the institution by the board < xw-hen I .speak to you, like. the speech on 
of trustees. The students seemed residencies I gave the other night, -I 
suprisingly very concerned about .their' - become instantly rejuvenated. 
education (compared to other schools) One way ofrelaxing in Boston was to 
and generally satisfied; even the entertain medical students and faculty 
national level of satisfaction. In in our home. Unfortunately, we dq not 
addition; I was pleasantly surprised that · ~ yet have a house in Philadelphia to_ do 
the alumni were so supportive. There is 1 't4is.· 
also a certain friendliness and good will• " MG: Will your research continue 
around here absent in many other ' here? · 
schools. Jefferson is just in many ways a Dr. L: My laboratory is being 
jewel of Medical_Center.. · unpacked right now in Jefferson · 
MG: How have you managed to Alumni Hall · and' \ several research 
balance your medical career with your workers from Bostoh are joini~g me 
personal life and maintai·ri your sanitv? here. In addition, c,ts ' soon as my 
Dr. L: A supportive, helpful family is Pe~nsylvania license is obtained, I will 
essential· for a woman who works ·ful- be teaching on the wards. I think that if 
.. ~~n~~~~~~~: 8! i, 
3 EASY STEPS TO LANDING A 
.. 
~~~.....-_ -...... · ~ ·suMMER· JIW~::::= ............. lilli .. llllilili~ 
Several milli-on students, teachers / professors and seasonal, workers ~ill 
flood · the summer job market May through June; some will lai:id a job 
. without much effort; others will work desperately but always come up 
empty. While there is no scientific appro(lch to landing a summer job, there 
are basics that can give the job seeker a competitive advantage. 
. I 
3 EASY STEPS TO LANDING A SUMMER JOB is a complete guide 
which tells wbere the jobs are and how to1 land them. It_ provides names and 
addresses of thousands -of empl?yers who usually have summer jobs. lt · 
provides information about summer jobs with the Federal Governmet?-t and 
Tempora ry Help Services; and state and private employment services. The 
guide also p;rovides info rmat ion on t raditiona l and non-trad}tional"summer 
jobs; sumrne,r 'jobs abroad and summer self-.ernpl oyment. 
For quicker referencing, much of the information is listed state-by-state. 
The guide is easy to follow and understand and it provides a 
comprehensive view of the summer employment process .There are sections 
on prepar ing the resume, writing the cover letter, and interviewing and 
testing. There is very vafoable information every job seeker should know 
before looking for a summer job. 
3 EASY STEPS TO LANDING A SU~MER JOB is offereti for oniy $6.00 
($5.25 plus .75« for postage and handling), but it could save you hundreds of 
dollars , and time spent unnecessarily in attempts to land a job. 
For you copy, complete the attached order fo rm and return it, along with 
you remittance to : 
TIPS 
I Water Street 
Haverhill , Mass. 01830 
ORDER FORM 
Please send me _ ___ copy(ies) of 3 EASY STEPS TO LANDING A 
SUMMER JOB - 1983 at $6.00. Enclose is$ ---~----check 
_____ money order ______ cash ----=--~--· 
Na me -------------"-------------- · 
Address 
City----------~· State __________ Zip __ _ 
Allow Two Weeks Fqr Delivery . 
/ 
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AN IMMINENT HONOR .CODE 
by Dan Gzesh 
Medicin-e has traditionally been. 
regarded as one of the noblest of 
professions, the ideals of which had 
already been ~toted by the ancient 
Greeks. Each of us is drawn to it by a 
desire to relieve individual suffering and 
mqke significant contributions to society. 
Why then is there such resistance to the 
adoption ,?f an honor code, the purpose of 
which is a proclamation of personal 
integrity? The answer is simple. 
The honor code, as now stated in the 
Student Handbook, requi res e.ach student 
not only to be responsible for his own 
actions, but also to report any 
transgre~~ions by his classmates. 
Presumably, a trial ensues, with the 
accused either being acquitted (but 
possibly with a tarnished reputation) or 
convicted and probably expelled. Few are 
willing to expose their classmates to such a 
devastating occurence; given su'ch 
feelings, the adoption of this code would 
constitute a mockery of the original 
intentions. 
Many believe the presence of an honor , 
code would lead to additional distrust 
between students. The result would be 
a virtual police state, ~ith everyone af~a-id 
of being falsely accused . Furthermore; 
proctoring of exams is- properly the .. 
responsibility of the faculty. Fin~· lly, there 
is the cogent argument that morality 
cannot be imposed. Ethical decision 
making stems from internal convictions, 
not external rules. . 
If the purpose of an honor code is, ·as . 
os~umed above, simply to prevent 
cheating and apprehend those who · 
transgress, then _ I agree it is .both; 
unworkabl·e and undesirable. Howeve'r, . 
there ·are other problems at Jefferson . 
which are more prevalent and more · 
. significant to the majority of students. 
These have to do with attitudes which, 
though subtle, are pervasive. 
,, There is poor communication and deep 
mistrust between students and faculty. 
Statements like, "They really tried to screw 
....-·us on that -exam," are common. People 
'view the rigors of the educati6n as an 
arbitrary and egotistical imposition. This 
hostility was manifested in a series ·of 
outrageously · rude an-d obnoxious 
outbursts during · this year's sophomore 
M&S course. Similarly, many of the faculty 
have a low opinion of medical students. 
One professor remarked to me, "Students 
don't give a damn about' learning . All they 
care about is their g!ades, their degrees, 
and getting drunk on Wednes'day nights." 
However, while these students stic;k 'in 
our minds, they really are not typical. Most 
students go to class because they want to 
learn, and most professors are eager to 
share their .knowledge. ' 
There is competition and _ ~istru st 
between students. Many are against an 
h-onor code because, while they 
themselves are honest, "There are too 
many in the class who would try to take · 
advantage." There is even fear that ' 
maliciously false accusations could be 
made: In a similar spirit, there have been a/ 
number of hurtful and insulting comments 
printed in the 1985 note service. The 
ma·1ority of students agrees these were 
. inappropriate and without hwnor, yet the 
entire class is held responsible for them. 
At the root of all these problems. lies ci 
general lack of mutual trust and respect, 
and it is this that an honor system properly 
seeks to ameliorate. While a 24 year old 
has certainly already developed a 
personality, his thoughts and actions are 
influenced by · his envi ronment. T~e 
question is, how do we create an 
atmosphere in which integrity is 
considered fundamental, and which 
'fosters a willingness to confront and · 
discuss issues more openly? 
Through a sincere and act ive 
affirmation of p;incip!es, we can effect this-
: hang e. A common ground of 
- understanding b~ i n gs people together, 
and this is the purpose of an institutional 
philosophy. Like it or not, Jefferson leaves 
its mark on us; fortunately we con 
influence the character of the school. · 
Integrity witho.ut self-rig_h~eo_usness 
(cont'd on page 1 QJ 
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COMPLEXITIES OF. INSTITUTING A NEW .CLJRRICULUMl 
. f.:';-~ ,[.<'.) f l b r··.,:" l ' / ''. /V'1 -/- by Paul C. Brucker, M.D . . 
The Curriculum Committee is composed / Educators from the various . medical must be taken into account. These include 
· of representatives from the faculty, the schools,_ through self study< have recently faculty and physrcal resources, both at 
, Dean's Office, and the student body. Its recommended that the / O)edical school Jefferson and its affiliates, the rather 
:charge is to monitor the curriculum of the graduate should be a generalist and thati large number of students per class, and 
:Medical College and, when -appropriate, .specialty training should be postponed the changes in emphasis on certain 
.recommend chang.e. Any change must be until graduate training or the residency medical knowledge. Furthermore, societal 
approved bytheExecutiveCouncilofthe years. Fu th e r more, they · have changes and their role on health care 
.Medical College and its . Professorial recommended that the curriculum provide delive ry and ,· research must be 
:Faculty. ~ufficient ~tructu re that thisl occur. For anticipated . 
It is difficu lt to serve on such a example,. many educators feel tha_t it is For these reasons, the Curriculum 
cqmmittee, for there are always many important that a future radiologist be Committee continues to. make some 
vested interests which could detract from aware of the clinical significance -of a significant changes in the Medical School's 
formultation the best possible curriculum 1pneumothorax, or that a cardiologist be curriculum. In the past year, immunology 
for the College. ·Committee. members are able to detect and appreciate the was taught for the first time as an 
asked to be trustees, not just potential se riousness of a severe interdisciplinary, interdepartmental 
representatives of varied interests. depression after a_myocardial infarction. course. The preliminary evaluation of this 
Change, for the sake of change, or "to fix . A broad expos~re to appropriate ·change has been most favorable ; In the 
something that is not b roken" has to be disciplines in the undergraduate medical next school year, starting in September, . 
avoided. On the other hand, when change school education hos been encouraged. 1983, microbiology ·and pathology will be · 
is indicatea and will improve the · The fact that this frequently is not the case taught simultaneously during the first 
curriculum, it . has to be · considered has led to a new surge of enthusiasm for block, as will the introduction to clinical 
carefully. Proposed changes are reviewed the flexible internship in graduate medicine and pharmacology during the · 
with meticulous scrutiny. This is the way it training. second block. 
should be, _for any change, regardless of At Jefferson, the Curriculum Committee Starting in July, 1984, the Curriculum 
size, has both advantages and has always agreed.with the concept that a Committee wishes to recommend some 
disadvantages. medical school education should represent relatively minor changes. The current third 
In the past six months, the Curriculum a general experience, consisting of both a and fourth clinical years wiJI be considered 
Committee has discussed changing the broad exposure to the basic science a clinical _continuum, 100 weeks long wlth 
curriculum in the clinical years. This disciplines in or~er to develop ·a scientific, . 16 weeks of vacation. This is a duplication 
proposed change is scheduled for July, foundation and to encourage critical " · of the current ce1lendar r~quirements and 
1984. The reasons for discussing such 0 thinking, plus on involved experience tn ,\. ."'acotion time. The stvdents will be given 
change include both national and local the various clinical ~isciplines. greater flexibilitf, for they will be able to 
implications and considerations. In order to accomplish this, many things c:hoose to start their clinical years in July, 
rather than in September. This, however, 
is not mandatory. Some of the mandatory 
EGGS 99C HOT CAKES 99C FRENCH TOAST 99C 
JEF.FERSON HOUSE RESTAURANT 
237 SOUTH 10th STREET - 922-6443 OR 922-6443 
Now Under.New Management 
HOME MADE SOUPS . FREE DELIVERY SERVICE 
HOURS 
MON. to FRI. 6 a.m. til ·9 p.m. & SAT. to SUN·. 8 a.m. til 7 p.m._ 
· / . 
content changes that . are being . 
considered include: adding a four-week 
experience in Rehabilitation Medicine and 
Radiation Therapy, a six-week experience 
in Opthalmology, ENT and Neurology; a ·. 
six-week experience in ambulatory care. 
(Family Medicine, lnter~al Medicine, or 
Pediatrics); and a four-week "junior 
internship" in either General Medicine or r 
General Surgery. The other existing 
· clinical requirements will remain basically 
the same. Twelve weeks of ·elective 
experience will . be available to the 
studentS in order to allow them a·dditionol 
exposure to clinical or basic science. For 
those interested, this will allow an 
additional opportunity . to do some 
research. For those students with milit~:uy 
service obligations, the ove~all schedule 
will ailow them to take service sponsored 
clerkships in order to be visible and, in 
,(cont'd on page 1 OJ . 
THE PROVIDENT 
l . . '1 
OFFERS PERSONALIZE·D 
SERVICES FOR· THE 
MEDICAL PROFESSIONAL 
6THE PROVIDENT® 
'I._, PROVIDENT NATIONAL BANK · 
MEMBER FDIC 
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COMMONS ART GALLERY 
You .are cordially invited to 
The Jefferson Commons Gallery 
to view 
11PORTRAnS11 
In Dedication--;,f 
.Afro-American History 
by 
GILDA M. LUCKEY 
Jefferson Alumni Hall 
1 020 Locust Street 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Exhibit dates: 
February 14 through March 4 . 
Weekdays, 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. 
Reception, Friday, February 18 
7 ·to 9 p.m. 
PHILADELPHIA·:1 
' ' . . . 
MUSEUM OF 
ART ·N~WS 
Jan Steen: Comedy and Admonition: 
The Philodelphio Museum of Art will 
exhibit ten . paintings by or ·attributed to . 
the great Dutch painter Jan Steen 
(1625/26 - 1679), comprising the richest , 
collection outside Holland; The exhibition 
offers a review of the full range of the 
artist's production; from his earliest works 
to his mature master-pie·ces. In addition to 
outstanding examples · of his genre 
scences, Philadelphia owns some of his 
early paintings,_ dominated ~y landscape 
and one of his greatest history paintings, 
Moses Striking the Rock. The exhibition, 
organized by Peter C. Sutton, Associate 
Curator of European P.ainting, wiJI be 
installed in the Johnson Spec;iol Exhibition 
Gallery, first floor, and will run throu.gh, 
April 1983. . . 
Minor White: Photographs: An 
exhibition of approximatel'y 100 
photographs ·by Minor White from the 
Museum's collection will be on view in the 
Print Gall~ry, Ground Floor, beginning 
February 5. This exhibition, which contains 
a most representative body of highest 
quality work, will honor Minor White, a 
major figure in photography of the 20th 
century. The disting~ished · art historian 
'Meyer Shapiro wrote, ·"Minor White's 
photographs ore works of an 
extraordinary craftsmanship applied to 
an image that calls for just that precision, 
'scale, and finish ... the qualities of his best 
prints are in separate from the beauty and 
mastery of h~s objects; print and scene 
alike are discoveries by an inspired and 
loving perception." "Minor White: 
Photogr aphs" is supported by a grant 
from the National Endowment for the Arts. 
The _exhibition will nm until April 3, 1983. 
I 
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EHi·. FINK ccont'd tr~m page 41 ~-t"' " 
pressured and attempts to do less in the 
-area of transfer of knowledge while 
paying attention to: 
1. problem solving and methods for 
gaining and-using knowledge 
2. integration and synthesis of diverse 
areas of 'special ization and interest 
3. interdiscip lina ry approaches to 
complex multi-systems problems 
4 . the effects of pe rsona li ty of both the 
patient a nd the physicia n on the processes 
of ca re and cure. ' 
5. new areas of information cind 
technology which will prepare students to 
practise medicine in .the 21st century. 
, 6. the extraordinary . interaction 
between mind and body which is the 
cement between the science and art of 
medicine. 
In order to accomplish this we must 
deve lop a curriculum philosophy at 
Jefferson and remind ourselves frequently 
of these principles as we make cha ng·es in 
the curriculum design . W~ must recog nize 
the time a llocations ore a minor po rt of the 
curricul um and we must honestly face th.e 
fact that some people ore poor teachers 
a nd therefore should not teach, Th~ 
faculty must have respect for each other's 
.area of expertise and build on that respect 
by incorporat ing· elements in the 
curriculum, not through power and 
politics, but because there is a recognition 
of the need for such information and skill. 
Finally, the students must develop trust 
and tolerance for the faculty and r~spect 
for their knowledge about :-vhat is 
important to include in the curriculum . . 
This is highly idealistic. Tbe reality is, as I 
mentioned at the beginning of this article, 
that politics and P.ersonality will continue 
. to distornhe process. It is inevitable. let's 
hope that we c~.!' minimize the eff~ct of 
~ these two mischievious devils Ofld perhaps 
rise above them ·and design a curriculum 
that will provide the greatest good for the 
greatest number. · 
MONEY 
FOR SCHOOL! 
We guarantee to find 1cholanhip1, 
grant,, feDowshlps, and other aid 
which you are eligible to receive. For 
information and application form, write: 
FINANCIAL AID FINDER 
P.O. Box 1053-23 
Fairfield, IA 52556 
DOLBEY - JEFFERSON 
CAMPUS BOOKSTORE 
- SPECIAL F0".1 THE MONTH OF FEBRUARY -
-~~ HEMOSTATS~ BOTH STRAIGHT & CURVED -)~ 
ALL PRICED AT A LOW COST OF ONLY 
$4.50 
- WE ALSO SUPPLY -
MEDICAL BOOK,S 
DIAGNOSTIC EQUIPMENT 
STETHOSCOPES 
ADDRESS: 
· 3726 SPRUCE STREET 
.PHILA., PA 19.104 
TELEPHONE: 
(21 5) 222-6020 
BLOOD PRESSURE CUFFS 
LAB COATS 
STATIONERY SUPPLIES 
1020 LOCUST STREET 
JEFF-ALUMNI HALL 
ROOM NO. 105 
'PHILA. PA 
C215J 928-7922 or 23 
~ J: 
(cont'd from page 51 
DEAN LOWENSTEIN ·· MG: What of Jefferson's low profile· 
on the national scene? deans become totally divorced from 
practicing physicians and researchers, 
they lose their practical concepts of how 
their medical school functions. 
MG: Do you think Jefferson has 
already missed the boa in attaining an 
increased roled in medical research? 
Dr. L: There is a national fear that the 
medical schools will soon divide into 
those of the top thirty doing research, 
teaching an patient care, while the other 
schools focus on teaching and patient 
care. 
I thi.nk · that with our academic 
developments,TJUH can achieve a 
rest?arch presence within the top 30 
schools: 
Dr. L: ' Jefferson _Medical College 
does maintain a quiet profile arid is 
overly modest. -
However, many of the national 
leadefs of American medicine are on 
""' our faculty; for instance, chairman elect ' 
of the Board of Regents of the 
American College of Physician~, Dr. 
Frank Sweeney; the president of 
·American Academy of Phys_ical 
Medical and Rehabilitation, Dr. John 
Ditunno; the past president of the 
American Assm. of Orthopredic 
Surgeons, Dr. John Gartland; and the 
past president of the American 
Association for the Study of Liver 
Diseases, Dr. Willis Maddrey. There is 
a long list of others, Dr. Bluemle is on ' 
the Board of Directors · of the 
Association of Academic Health 
Centers that helps guide health care in 
this country. Jefferson should be pr,oud 
of its national prominence. 
MG: An attempt had been made to 
establish an honor code by a group of . 
students in our class but ' failed. What 
has happened to this issue currently? 
Dr. L: We have a committee of 
students and faculty working on that 
right DO\\'. . -The major problem with any 
honor code is that people do not want to 
report their classmates who may have 
cheated. 
Theoretically, there should not be a 
need for . an ' honor code in medical 
school: We are training students to 
become physicians of integrity, honesty 
and reliability, but .I hope any practical 
need for such a code can be 
implemented quickly here . 
MG: How do you see health care 
fitting into the American political and Y' 
economic system? 
Dr. L: We now spend 10 percent of 
our gross national product on health 
care; many people complain about that 
high amount, but it is one of the most 
worthwhile expenses .our country pays 
for. · 
However, I !hink that we are reaching 
critical problems in health care costs. 
Before the · l 970's, there was a two ,. 
class system. The poor received poor 
health care or received it when it was too 
late. In the l 970's, health care became a · 
right. instead of privilege. Many people . 
felt that the ability to pay for health care 
should not be a factor in the care 
received, and the government partly 
responded to this feeling. 
Now with new economic restrictions, 
we are in danger of sliding back to that 
two class system where health care will 
become a privilege, not a right. 
MG: What role should students have. 
; in evaluating professors during the first . 
two years? 
Dr. L: As you know, the students do 
evaluate the teachers. Student 
evaluations should l>e welc~me and 
listened to. Changes should result from 
these critiques, especially if the same 
issues are raised for two or three years 
running. 
AI R FORCE NU RSING. 
A great way of life . 
A lot of hard work is req uired before you're 
accepted as an Ai r Force nurse. You mustcom-
pl ete nursing school and board s and qualify. 
Then your future as an Air Force off ice r and 
nu rse begins with presentation of the insignia 
of your . new rank, It's a bright and fulf i lling 
future. You·_'ll WOf h with the Air Force health 
care team ,and be responsible for d.irect patient 
care. 
If you qualify and wish to compete , you may 
specialize in a number of areas. If you want to 
.. pursue higher educational goals, the Air Force 
offers many opportunities. 
Air Force nursing. Unlimited opportunity and 
excellent health care. An Air Force nurse re-
cruiter has details. 
AIR FORCE NURSING. A GREAT WAY OF 
LIFE. 
IT MAY BE FOR YOU. 
1 • • \ t \ ii ' \ ~ 't • t • ~ ~ • " '' • , 1 I ' • ., \ , I I • • • 
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LOCAL THESPIAN STARS 
IN GREASE 
by Brad Carter 
r Andrea McArdle, Broadway star and . 
Jnotive Philodelphian, is starring in the City 
~ine Dinr:ier Theatre's current production of 
Grease. Andrea reached stardom in the 
b riginol role of "Annie", and has been 
I 
seen in numerous theatrical performances, 
~elevision spots ~nd moYies, personal 
·appearances and talk shows. 
I In addition to these cla ims to fame, 
Andrea is also -the daughter of Phyllis 
McArdle, of Th.omos Jefferson University. 
:Phyllis has been at Jefferson for two years 
:as a ·secretory in the Deportment of 
_ Urology. More than just o mother, Mrs. 
iMcArdle is also a traveling companion, 
housekeeper , personal secretary, 
'.confidant and friend to Andrea. As she 
!greatly enjoys traveling to see Andrea's . 
:openings in numerous American cities, 
'Phyllis has a hard time .. leaving her 
:daughter to return to duties at Jefferson. ! . 
'. For the McArdle family, show business is 
family business. In addition to mother 
Phyllis, father Poul McArdle, on 
accountant with Amtrak, handles Andrea's 
books. The son, who prefers sports to show 
bus i n es s, a Is o e n joys A n d re o 's, 
productions. Though being parents of a 
star may at times be difficult, tbe 
McArdle's feel that their dose family 
relationship hos not only mode them a 
part of, but also faeilitated Andrea's 
career. 
Originally cast as an orphan in Annie, 
Andrea soon ascended to the tit1e role at 
.the show's ope ning at the Goodspeed 
ppera House in Connecticut. The show 
r ent from ~here to Washington, D.C. and 
pn to Broadway, where Andrea was. 
ibec ome the youngest performer ever to 
ibe so honored. Also on her list of 
:Ochievements from her performance in 
-Annie, ~ere th~ Golden Apple Award, 
·Theatre World Award, Outer Critic's 
Award, and in 1978, at the Entertainer of · 
the Year Awards, the "Rising . Young Star 
Award" by CBS-TV. Post-Broadway, 
Andrea starred in Annie at the Abbey 
Victoria Theatre in London, and also 
starred in such well-known favorites as 
Babes in Arms,\ Three Penny Opera, and 
Annie Get Your Gun, Significantly, Andrea 
began her show business career at o 
T obos Dinner Theatre in a production of 
The King and I in October, 1970. City Line's 
Executive Director is the some Richard 
T obos. City Line, soon to be renamed 
Mickey Rooney's City Line Dinner Theatre, 
is starring Andrea in a move up from 
traditional dinner theatre productions to 
:Broadway quality productions and stars. A 
~arge step, City Line will now of_fer 
f antastic ' productions for a very 
:reasonable price. 
The current.production of Grease, which 
opened February 15, is scheduled to run 
for a five week engagement, and is 
complete with a large cost and a live 
'orchestra . Set in the 1950's, the musical 
features nostalgic rock-n-roll and dialogue 
'of the culture of "jitterbuggin". Grease is 
produced by John Kinnamon and directed 
by Scott Ellis. Ticket prices range from . 
$15. 95 for matinee performances on 
Wednesday and Saturday, $17.95 for the 
Tuesday through Friday, and j undoy 
!evening p_erformonces, and · $19.95 for 
[
, aturdoy evening. All tickets include a 
· uperb full-course meal. 
Annie is · bock in town, starring in 
Grease. .. Don't miss it. 
-
l 034 SPRUCE STREET . 
' ' ' 
PHILADELPHIA., PA 19107 
I DELICATESSEN' I *(215) 925-8282 
10°/o Discount 
To Jefferson Students With 1.D. 
Special Discounts On Party Orders 
Open 
Mon. - Fri. Till 9 pm 
Sat. - Sun. Till 8 pm 
•Everyone's coming ta the 
Restaurant & Cockt.ail Lounge! 
FREE DELIVERY 
Fresh Seafood - Clams on the Half Shell, 
Mussels, Crabcakes, Steamed Clams 
· Cocktails - Try our Daily Special or stop 
in for Happy Hour from 5 to 7 p.m. 
Cheese Tray Served 
Beer on Tap - MICHELOB and BUD and MOLSON 
Daily Sp-.,cials - Varied D inner Entrees, 
Menu Changes Daily 
Full Course Luncheons - $3.1 0 
12 South 10th Street (Opposite St. Stephen's Church) 
f ,627-5312 •. t-• t ... M .i: . :&; .. ;._ ........ ~ " ..... 't~ \,~-I :-, ·\~·~.f,. \ ,. *:._ ~&ii .. 'I .. ,~-" ... '-~ ~ .... -1: ... ~_. \._'.,,..._'.'4., \_~I •f'_. •••• _ ) . '/ _. • ' ~ • 
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.OELCREST 
Medical Products 
and Service Co. 
· Physic_ians Equipment and Supplies 
SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNTS 
Distributors For 
• Burdick • Tycos 
• Welch-Allyn • Propper 
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS 
WITH THIS AD 
Sprague Typ~ Stethoscope 
Regularly: $35 
$19.95 
With Ad 
CENTER CITY BRANCH 
1109 WALNUT STREET, 923-1791 
MON. - FRI. 9 to 5 SAT.,'10 - 2 
VISA - MASTER CHARGE - AMERICAN EXPRESS 
a1 :1 :._i-111-1 I 
TEST TO BEGIN 
FOR HE.APES 
[REPRINTED FROM AMNJ 
vaccine co~ld produce ' e; idence of 
immunity to herp~s in a patient's blood . 
' 
,--, Investigators in Seattle this m onth will 
begin testing a vaccine. again_st venereal 
herpes. 
, About 500 uninfected spo.uses of 
,, :herpes victims will receive the vaccine in 
!the study at the Seattle Herpes Research 
!Clinic. It . is the first clinical trial of the 
!vaccine to determine whether it can 
The vaccine uses dead herpes virus to 
'stimulate immunity. Another vaccine 
against the disease, which is engineered 
genetically from iive herpes virus, may go · ~ 
' !prevent healthy people from getting the 
. !disease. 
A smaller, earlier trial was conducted in 
: rf>hiladelphia to determine whether ,the 
into clinical trials next year. 
The Food and Drug Administration 
iestimates that 300,000 cases of herpes 
I . 
!occur annually in the United States and 
~hat th~re ore some l 0 million active coses 
bf the disease. 
"Charles? Why don't you, drop by for 
· a drink? ... I've got a case of Herbie's .... Charles? ... 
Hello? ... Hello? ... Charles? ... " 
. - . 
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DR. B~R_UC_~~.fl _ ccont'dt~m ;ag~~ 71 ~. 
turn, enhance their chances for se,rvice-
related residency positions. lnte.rde-
partmental, interdisciplinary electives are 
w being considered in the field of Geriatric9 
and Oncology. Many other existing clinical 
electives, either at Jefferson or at other 
approved ·medi~al schools, will continue to 
be available. Students will have greater 
flexibility for vacations and time to visit the 
various residency programs. 
The proposed changes represent many . 
hours of ·deliberation on the part of all 
concerned. The Comm-ittee has 
encouraged faculty and student input. 
likewise, they have attempted to inform 
th~ir constituency of the proposed changes 
and .the reasons for them. As Chairman of 
the Committee, I am grateful for all this , 
input an.d the fact that so many membt;trs 
of the Committee have worked diligently 
to improve the curriculum, rather than to 
protect _selfish interest. Changing any 
curriculum is a slow I tedious process, 12nck 
that's the way it should be. Once any· · 
· - change occurs, it · requires cor;istant 
monitoring to _ensure proper 
implementation and to determine whether 
or not the changes accomplish the original 
goals and anticipated benefits. The 
Committee does feel that it is headed in 
the right direction, and eventually the 
proposed changes will lead to a better 
curr~culum . . Because of excellent 
communication, the Committee expects 
that the Executiv~ Council of the College 
and the Professorial Faculty of the College· 
will welcome . and approve these changes. 
·I also feel certain that the student body will 
.. recognize the positive influence that these 
~hanges will have in preparing them for 
~raduote traini~~· -
t:IONOR COD~ • (cont'd from ~age 6) 
ibre~ds trust and respect and discourc;iges 
:suspicion and cynicism. Those of you who 
;went to colleges with successf u,I honor 
:codes know this i_s possible in an academic 
.institution. Such an achievement is 
·-especially desirable in our medical school, 
since trust is the primary element of a 
therapeutic doctor-patient . relationship. 
. :The vast majority of Jefferson students . 
:strive toward these ideals, yet they remain 
:quiet a,nd invisible. It is the hope and intent 
1of the Honor Code Committee to develop 
!On honor system general enough for all to 
iaffirm, yet specific enough to be 
!something substantial. 
I If we can cultivate this attitudinal ~ · 
'change, then the arguments against an : 
!honor system become superfluous. Though 
!details have yet to be worked out, we · 
:envision some sort of student-run honor . 
!council, the primary purpose of which 
iwould not be the trying of cheaters, but 
!rather the confidential confrontation of 
!those who exercise poor judgement in 
"uiilversity-related affairs. The members 
'will probably be elected, based on their 
!reputations as mature and responsible 
. me.mbers of the class. Thus the stigma ot 
·fraudulent accusations would reflect more 
· 'On the accusers than on the, accused. 
j While the administering of exams is 
_ !certainly a faculty responsibility, a student 
:ethos which more visibly · frowns on 
;misbehavior becomes a model for internal 
·convictions. In other words, . peer 
identification enhances personal integrity. 
Finally, a more serious and sincere 
'committment to these values should earn 
us increased respect from faculty," 
administration, and each other. The result 
would . be improved communication and 
. ~' Q . . 
.. 
"Don't f9rget, th is medicine worhed better 
- on the rat than it di d on the gu inea pig, and 
l lhink hr/s more likr-: n_g 11inen. ·1Ji.[!, ." 
WAWA 
FOOD 
MARKETS 
OPEN 6 A.M. to 1 AM; 
,/ 
Best COffee 
in 
Philadelphia 
more meaningful relationships for us all. 
When thinking about the honor code, 
do not take a position pro or con. Rather, 
·consider the . problems we seek to alleviate 
and try to make a contribution. It is easy to 
be cynical and complacent. An effort, 
however, is worth the expense: Jefferson 
has always stood for excellence in clinical 
·medicine. Now is the time for it to 
,symbolize these other, non-quc;;ntifiable, 
yet equally important aspects of 
professionalism. 
. . 
.. EARN UP TO $100 PER WEEK 
. •••..•....•..••.•.....•.•..........•....••..•• , .... 
• WE NEED YOUR HELP TO HELP OTHERS 
• PARTICIPATE IN PLASMA PHERESIS PROGRAM 
URGENTLY NEEDED: Perso.ns with .Red ·cell of "'Rh" antibodies, recently 
diagnosed as having infectious mononucleosis, or haviµ g active .rheumatoid 
. arthritis, lupus, or toxoplasmosiis 'for more information please call: 
.:AMERICAN DIAGNOSTICS COMPANY at (215) 922-7810. 
... ~-·~- --- -;-· ·- ------ - - - · .. ·: . . . 
Ith 6i Walnut 
627-0700 
NOW SERVING 
CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST & LUNCH . 
• SOUP .. .from Ozzie's own Kitchen 
• 1/4 LB SANDWICHES ... $1 .99 - -
CORN BEEF - ROAST BEEF - TURKEY. BREAST 
PASTRAMI - BAKED HAM 
(wit h cole slaw/ russian dressing.:.250: extra 
• HOAGIES ... $1 .99 
, (ITALIAN LUNCHMEATS & PROVOLONEl 
I 
·~ FREE BAG OF POTATO CH IPS WITH EVERY S ANDWICH 
• FRESH SALAD PLATTERS ... $2.65 and up · 
We us e Fresh, Jewis h rye a nd Italian rolls, .. daily! 
FREE o'ELIVERY - $ 3.00 Minimum 
~. ·1 LOOK FOR MENU fN THIS MONTH'S ARIEL 
/ , 
/, 
/ 
He The Doctor You Want to ~e -_ 1 
If you're an America n Med ical Scho_o l Gradua te und er th~ age of 42 a nd are 
seeking ad ventu_re and enha nced prestige while still earn ing a respecta ble 
income. the Na vy has the answer fo r you . App lications for a commission in the 
Navy Medical Corps a re cu rrently being acce pted . Positions are ava ilable for 
most specialit ies and, If you qua li fiy you ma ybe el igible fo r t rai ning in Und ersea 
or Aerospace , Med icine . Benefits lnclu_de: -
. , . 
•Free malpractice insurance 
• 30 days paid vacation annually 
• Regularly scheduled working hours 
•paid grnduate medical educ_ation opportunities 
•Noncontributory retirment plan 
For more information call (COLLECT) (215) 568-2042 or send C. V_ to : 
OFFICER PROGRAMS 
NAVY RECRUITlN DISTRICT 
128 NORTH BROAD STR EET 
PHI LADE.~ P.HIA P~ - 191 02· 
THE· PUNISHMENT OF DEATH 
it may deter a few; does it deter the many? 
CReprinted_ frg(n Playboy) · 
Who can qu~rrd with ~~~~~~~~~~ innocent -- v1ct1ms. But 
where the badly troubled 
person from the .so-called 
upper classes tends to turn 
his hostility inward, sink 
into an abyss of depression 
and end his own life with a 
bottle or a bullet, his less 
introspective and social-
ized counterpart takes his 
frustration and aggression 
out on others until he is 
caught or killed. 
' the intent of the death 
penalty? Its purpose is to 
.validate the preciousness 
of human life by imposing 
the ultimate punishment · 
on those who commit the 
ultimate crime . . 
Too bad it doesn't work 
that way. 
Consider who qualifies 
for'the de~th penalty. 
, Not the enraged indi-
_vidual who in unpremedi-
tated fury kills a spouse or 
a barroom adversary-the 
single most common kind 
of murder. 
Not the person who kills by accident or 
negligence. . 
Not the rare person who is so mentally 
deranged that he cannot be held legally 
accountable for his actions. 
That leayes the professional and the 
otherwise premeditated ·murderer ~both 
are statistically rare species) and the 
felony murderer who kills during the 
commission of another crime, such as 
robbery, burglary or home invasion. 
In truth, the last is the only class of 
.killer from whom innocent society needs 
systematic protection · and for whom 
society demands execution. But most 
felony murderers do not intend to kill 
and do so out of panic, .rage or accident. 
In the absence of prior intent to 
commit a capital · crime, they are not 
deterred by prior considerations of 
capital punishment. 
Which leaves a subclass of felony 
murderer whom society has every right 
to hate and fear: the sadistic psychopath, 
who doesn't just kill in the course ofrob-
bing but may commit robbery as an ex-
cuse to kill, terrorize or maim. This is the 
fellow who · holds up . the mom-and-pop 
. grocery store for $60 arid then pumps 
bullets into the owner pleading for his life 
·or who takes the wallet from an unresist-
ing victim and then sticks a knife fo him. 
Only the most princ;pled humanitar-
jan would spare these killers ' Jives-and 
maybe a few criminologists who find the 
threat of death not a deterrent to 
murderous behavior but an induc~ment 
to it. 
Psychologis ts who specialize in violent 
antisocial behavior have long recognized 
that the most dangerously ho~ tile, 
aggr:essive and sadistic criminals tend to 
be mentally deranged' but legally sane in-
dividuals who are embarked on a cam-
paign of self-destruction. Most of those 
criminals would laugh at that idea; and it 
certainly doesn't see"l that way to their 
For this person, brutal-· 
ity has the immediate 
payoff of compensating for 
an intolerable seRSe of im-
potence; the ultimate reward is to be 
transformed by society into a celebrity 
murderer, attended regally by a vengeful 
justice system, and then to be solemnly · 
and ceremoniaHy executed .by the state. 
To "ride the lightning." 
The percentage of murderers who ·kill 
in order to be killed is unknowable, but it 
seems likely they outnumber those who 
rationally weigh the prospect of execu-
tion and are deterred. ' 
Add to that another unhappy fact of 
criminal behavior: The rational felon 
whose planned or unplanned act could 
cost nim his life may well elect to leave 
no living witnesses. · 
And add to that a cultural effect of 
capital punishment that to students of 
violent behavior is the most worrisome 
of all. By perf~rming exe~u tions in the 
name of justice, the state validates the 
idea that killing is an appropriate re-
sponse to sufficiently wicked or intoler-
able behavior. Which happens to be the 
exact frame of mind that prevails in the 
most common of murder situations-
the bedroom or barroom rage. Whether 
.cloaked in legal pageantry or performed 
in a moment ofwhite fury, the me;Ssage is 
the same: The son of a bitch had it coming! 
Not . even the Supreme Court has 
suggested that the death penalty deters 
murder. In ' 1976, it took, instead, the 
curiously honest position that execution 
primarily serves a retribution function, 
tha~ it fulfills an emotional need of 
Citizens outraged and frustrated at the 
prevalence of crime and violence. That it 
certainly does. Contrary to the lofty posi-
tion of the true humanitarian, the less 
philosophical citizen may in fact derive 
comfort and genuine satisfaction from 
"bloody vengeance. But a wiser court and 
wiser men in public office might have 
cohsidered that the transient satisfaction 
of a blood sacrifice may well be paid for 
by additional violence and suffering in-
spired by its lethal example. 
'THE COMMONS OFFERS STUDENTS 
A UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY: .. 
TO ATTEND A DRESS REHEARSAL OF THE 
PHILADELPHIA ORCHESTRA 
ABSOL.UTEL Y ~REE!!! 
·•M.AESTRO RICARDO MUTI EXTENDS 
A SPECIAL INVITATION TO YOU FOR 
THE .FOLLOWING REHEARSALS: 
FRIDAY, MARCH 11 -10:30 A.M. TO 1:00 P.M. 
MINTZ, VIOLIN TENNSTEDT, CONDUCTOR 
THURSDAY, MARCH·:17"·-10:30·A.M. to 1:00 P.M. 
~TOKKING, VIOLEN, CELLO 'TENNSTEDT, CONDUCTOR 
See Mary in THE COMMONS OFFICE for FREE Tickets 
Limited Number of Seats Available 
. h· 
."' 
.·,;, ~pudents .o.~ly_·~" ~'-.. _ ..... , __ --· ......... . 
., 
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I plan on living a long and hea'lthy life, so I 
get regular cancer checkups. You should 
too. Contact your local ACS office for a free 
pamphlet on our new cancer checkup 
guideline. Because if you're like me, 
you war:it Q ~ive l.or:l-g E?r-:lGug-1+-to ciG ~t al-I. 
American Cancer Soci.ety 
JEFFERSON MANIFESTO 
® 
, ... : ""'~- '(.cont'd trom.page-51 
likes talking' -to himself! Furthermore, no 
one can understand the stresses and 
tensions of medical scho.ol without going 
through them. Dr.' Eichna tried medical 
school a second time and -did not like it 
much! 
To professors, on the other hand, it can 
~very easily appear as if students are an 
immature and lazy bunch. Gra~uate 
School helps promote enthusiasm, 
. dedication and self direction to ones field. 
Medical school tries to transmit as much 
knowledge as quickly as possible so that 
students will become functional in . a 
hospital. This high pressured process ·. 
, lowers medical students to childish and . 
barbaric behavior. Hissing in class, lack of , 
concern for lab partners and slandering 
professors behind their backs help relieve 
some tension. All of · these are repll) 
·struggles on the part of students to regain 
son:ie self respect. Belittling others is the 
.equivalent of raising oneself, or at least it 
feels like it . . 
Su~h behavior is understandably 
upsetting for the faculty. It is an even 
worse situation for students. The answer 
to this difficult situ$ltion is obvious attack · 
the source· of the tension. As Dr. Eichna · 
pointed o.ut, all the curriculum chc;:mges in 
the world .will do no good if the evaluation 
procedu~es do n.ot change. In my opinion, 
cheating on exams has been a problem for 
·Jefferson in the past because of the way 
that testing is done. Eliminate fear of 
failure and -- 100% factu~I tests and 
cheating will disappear. If students were 
tested for problef1"! solving and original 
. ·ideas as . wen as -factual information it 
would not be possible (or worthwhile) to 
cheat. This answer is actually quite blatant 
and a cooperative effort to move towards 
it will improve the quality of Jeffersons 
curriculum. Until that time, ·though, the , 
best students and faculty can do is to 
realize our situation and try not to take it 
out on the other party! 
T8t.\~Y. GLAUSER & GARY,FJ$1;i~EJN, Re~~11t,Winners of ~~Ii! ~.LAU$~8 .LP!J~-A­
Like Contest together here with the judge of the Contest. 
JEFFERSON· 
SCUBA DIVERS_ 
by Ed Harvilla --~ 
The 1983 dive schedule of the 
Philade lphia Depth Chargers is now 
ava ilable. This yea r the scuba dub will 
spc.nsor twenty-six ·ocean diving trips 
· aboard six different · charter . boats. 
Charte rs will operate from May th ru 
· -October and make available the finest 
shipwreck diving available off the New 
Jersey Coast. The Depth Chargers ore one 
of the oldest and most experienced diving 
clubs on jhe East Coast. The club was 
formed in 1955 as a non-profit 
organizati~n to promote safety and 
followship among divers. lt has excelled _in 
b0th respects. Cfub members are currently 
offered a wide variety of activities. among 
them a re. sh i pw reek exploration, 
underwater photography, spearfishing, 
lobstering, fresh water diving, and social 
activities. Membership is open to all 
certified scuba divers. 
For individuals who are not certified 
. and wish to become divers, the Depth 
Chargers o.ffer internationally recognized 
scuba instruction at the_ Thomas Jefferson · 
swimming pool three times a year. The 
next class begins March 15. The 
opportunity exists for· a limited number of 
Jefferson stvdents and commons members 
to toke scuba instruction for a nominal fee 
of $1 o which is paid,..--- to the commons. 
Individuals who are not affiliated with the 
Jefferson commons can obtain instruction 
for $100 payable to the Depth Chargers. 
Those interested in obtaini.ng more 
informofion on the activities and 
instruction offered by the dive club a re 
welcome to attend one of their meetings. 
They are held each Thu rsday at 7_:30 p.m. 
in the M~zzonine Auditorium, Jefferson 
Al umni Hall. Or you can call Ed Harvilla 
(2 15) 755-7320. Ed is a Jefferson nursing 
student and a d iving enthusiast. 
It's rumored that a new patent -medicine will 
soo1; appear on the market. Ifs calle~ Prepa-
ration A, and it's for video-ga~e addicts who 
have asteroids. 
a .· • .!ah. rf tlM!UL ~- ... · ... 
Dairy ' 
Fresh , 
Confections 
· Nuts 
Dried Fruit 
Gourmet 
Baskets and Gifts 
for all 
Occasions 
922 Chestnut Street 
Phi ladelphia. PA 19 107 
WA5-41 59 
Deliciou.s 
Cheeses 
Gourmet 
Teas and 
Coffees 
· 1111 llTIEI Dll 
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_Fidetity . has them. 
·Fidelity 
. Bank 
' ' 
•I 
I 
I 
Students: 
They say I now have one of the largest, 
youngest and most talented hair or-
ganizations on the east coast. Call now 
for-·your appointment. Bring this ad 
with you for a $3 discount. 
1J Salons 
Newtown Square ........ . . . 
Wayne . ... . ...... . .. . ... . 
Bryn Mawr . . . : . .. . .. ... . . . 
Lawrence Park .. . . . .. . . . . , . 
Havertown ....... . .. . . . . . . 
Ardmore ... .. . . . . . . ... .. . 
Clifton/Springfield ... .. . . . . . 
Walnut at Tenth, Phila .. . .. . . 
46 S. 17th St. (TALENT) .. . . . 
1704 Walnut St. (TALENT) 
359-1177 
293-9333 
527-2887 
359-1020 
789-6400 
649-4964 
284-4247 
627-8323 
665-8787 
735-2325 
Lawrence Nelson, President 
Primarily Cuts & Color , Inc. 
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· .................... ,~ .... ~,,~ ...................................................... " ........................................... '( i ' . QUALITY STUDENT . I 
I HOUSING I i · (Jefferson .Vicinity) · I 
~ ~ ~ 
· I Efficiency and one-hedroo_m apartments I I available in clean, q uiet, ·security-operated I I buildings~ I 
.. 1 . BROWNSTONF/& HIGH RISE Bi,.DGS. AV AlLABLE I 
·1 • VERY GOOD SECURITY I · I . EXCEPTION ALL y WELL-MAINTAINED HLDGS. l: 
~ .• OWNER ~ANAGED I 
~ • NO PETS Al,LOWED PLEASE~ ' I 
~· · ~ I . 2.t. HOl'. R DOORMAN I 
I : :;::)N~RY f'ACIUTIES I 
~ l I . BUILT IN BOOKCASE I I . l\1ASTERCHARGE, VISA ACCEPTED I 
~ . • VERY QUET -. ~ 
"·I • FURNI SHED lJNITS AVAILABLE I· 
· i Chancellor i. 
I Apartments . 
. l ' . , , . ' . , . 2? 6 !:'o~!h 1_:I1b Str~~• . 
. 'l ... . I • .. ~'We loo'k "for ivard to' .Your' call. " 
~ ............................... , .......................... , ....... , ......... ,,, ,,, ,,,,,, ..... -w 
